ABSTRACT Geographic meshing system is an essential technology in the digital earth framework and has essential applications in the integration and organization of heterogeneous spatial data, along with corresponding coding method. But current meshing and coding methods show unsatisfying locality and performance. To make an improvement, an adaptive Hilbert-Geohash meshing and coding method called AHG is proposed, which could represent both the location and the approximate size of the coded object directly by the meshing hierarchy and the corresponding coding length. This unique feature helps to accelerate the spatial range query and neighbor query. By simple string operations, many candidate objects that do not meet the query criteria can be quickly filtered out without precise spatial calculation. In addition, AHG code can also support spatial size query by finding objects whose size is within a certain interval quickly, without calculating the precise size of each object, which brings great convenience to spatial size statistics of a massive spatial dataset. Demonstrated by experiments over different types of the spatial dataset in a common PC environment, AHG shows favorable stability and scalability besides its capability in accelerating spatial query. The method is now applied successfully in several spatial query tools in a high-performance geographic information system called HiGIS.
I. INTRODUCTION
The geographic meshing system, also known as the geospatial reference grid system, divides the surface of the earth into a frame of multi-level grids without spatial overlapping. Usually, each grid is coded successively by a recursion order of the geographic mesh [1] , [2] . The goal of the meshing system is to integrate geospatial positioning and geographic feature descriptions into the grids ranging from centimeter scale to the global scale [2] . Along with the meshing model, a geographic grid system also involves a grid coding method. An appropriate coding method can serve as simple grid index which helps to improve spatial retrieval efficiency through dimensional reduction. Moreover, grid codes can also serve as a reference for spatial partitioning, which is essential to distributed data management for massive dataset. Reference [35] - [37] are of such applications in which geohashbased index are proposed to accelerate the retrieving and processing for big data both in distributed memory and in Hbase.
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In order to form the earth sphere, many global geodesic meshing systems use a combination of regular polygons to stimulate the surface of the earth [3] just like the soccer surface. Some well-known global meshing systems include the hexagonal based DGGS [3] and degenerated octree 3D-grid [4] . However, these methods of subdivision using regular polygons bring additional complexity to the coding transformation, grid computing and position description for spatial objects.
In terms of meshing and coding method, researchers often use the geographic coordinates of the grid to implement the process in a hierarchical way. Typical methods include Geohash proposed by Morton [5] and GeoSOT proposed by Song et al. [6] , Sun and Cheng [7] . There are many research about the application of geohash-based index and the rapid retrieval of big spatial data using the classical meshing and coding method like [28] - [32] , [34] - [38] . There are also some research focus on improving the efficiency of geohash encoding, such as [39] implemented a method of encodeing lat/lon coordinate to Geohash code on FPGA architecture. However, most of these methods only support the encoding of the coordinates of a point object at a specified mesh level, which is not compatible with line or surface object because the input of traditional geohash encoding is a single pair of latitude and longitude. For 2D object, certainly we could simply encode the up-left and the down-right point of the object and get the longest matching prefix as the coding result. But the strategy has a non-negligible shortcoming. For example, if a line or polygon object spans a primary level grid boundary, its matching prefix's length will be extremely short, which will introduce great spatial error when describing the location of the object. Moreover, traditional Geohash adopts Z-order curve as the coding order. Z-order curve shows frequent coding mutations at certain locations, which we will explain in detail by an example in Methodology section.
To address the problem, we propose an adaptive HilbertGeohash (AHG) meshing and coding method which can adaptively adjust the hierarchical grid level according to the size of the spatial object. Moreover, it uses the Hilbert curve to encode grid to get better spatial locality, which means the grid code of adjacent grids is basically adjacent. AHG is easy to implement and can provide more accurate spatial pre-filtering for spatial range query and spatial neighbor query. The coding method can also support a new type of spatial query called spatial size query by screening out objects whose spatial sizes is within a certain interval efficiently without calculating the size of them. All these features are of practical application value.
II. RELATED WORK A. MESHING MODEL
Discrete global grid and meshing systems is an important aspect of digital earth framework. Its basic elements include cell shape, initial discretization, refinement, projection, cell indexing and rendering [1] . The global geographic grid subvision scheme is mainly classified into two categories. One is the combination of regular polygon mesh trying to fit the surface of the earth, represented by DGGS; The other is based on the geographical plane projection coordinates which mainly consists of multi-level rectangular grid.
In recent years, a variety of polygonal meshing schemes have appeared in the academia, such as HEALPix [8] , Ellipsocial Cube Map and SCENZ-Grid [9] , Crusta [10], Dutton's Quaternary Triangular Mesh (QTM) [11] and Goodchild's Hierarchical Spatial Data Structure (HSDS) [12] , which are mainly based on cell fitting of triangle or quadrilateral. There are also methods based on hexagonal cell fitting like Icosahedral Snyder Equal Area Aperture 3 Hexagon (ISEA3H) DGGS and PYXIS Indexing [13] , [14] , Sahr's Central Place Indexing (CPI) [15] and Hexagonal Quaternary Balanced Structure (HQBS) [16] . Diversified polygon combinations and indexing methods have achieved more fitting accuracy of Earth's surface [3] , [17] , [18] . But these solutions are hard to implement and have high application barriers. As a result, they mainly stopped at the level of theory research and model description.
Most of the mature products like Google Map, Google Earth, Bing map and Cesium use rectangular meshing scheme, such as simple quadtree partitioning, CDB, C-squares [19] , Clip-Maps [20] . They implement efficient meshing and coding at the cost of small precision lost and make effective use of their grid system in spatial data organization, spatial query and rapid visualization.
Recently, three-dimensional spherical subvision models have also been researched [18] , such as Spheroid Degenerated-Octree Grid (SDOG) [21] , which can directly realize the stereoscopic division of Earth space. However, the high computational complexity restricts its application.
B. GEOGRAPHIC GRID STANDARD
The geographic grid plays a fundamental role in the 9 of spatial data and various professional organizations in major countries have developed their own geographic grid standards. USNG (United States National Grid) [22] , the world Geographic reference system GeoRef [23] , China's GNGC (Global Navigation Grid Code) and World Geographic Grid standard [24] are some of the well-known standards. These grid systems have similar structure in which they expand the surface of the earth into a plane according to a specified projection. Then the plane is spit both horizontally and vertically to form different levels of rectangular space grid of a different density, and each level of grid is coded according to a certain traversal order. There are also a variety of coding systems designed with reference to these standards in specific applications, such as Military Grid Reference System (MGRS) [25] and the Global Area Reference System (GARS) [26] . MGRS divides the original earth surface into 8 • × 6 • grids, and then continue to split them into different levels of rectangular grids according to Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. The rectangular grid size ranges from 100km, 10km, 1km and even finer. GARS divides the global surface into three levels of grids in 30', 15' and 5'. Apart from them, the Open Location Code [27] , Geohash [5] and GeoSOT [6] , [7] organize the grid like quadtree tile, which divides the surface into two parts recursively and get the incremental grid codes synchronous.
In summary, the general idea of geographic grid coding is consistent: any position on the earth's surface can be represented by a specific grid and corresponding code. The differences lie in the grid division patterns and coding rules. Among the diverse solutions, Geohash coding has simple rules, controllable position describing precision and good data compatibility. Furthermore, it can be theoretically proved that Geohash mesh is isomorphic with other rectangular-based global geodesic meshes and existing grid standards. It has been extensively used in geographic information organization and spatial data index [28] . There are plenty of research and achievements in the use of Geohash coding for KNN query and trajectory data organization [29] , [30] . The weakness of Geohash is that there is no clear rule for the encoding of multi-dimensional objects like line or polygon [20] , [31] . Moreover, since the coding order of the original Geohash grid is equivalent to Z-order curve, as shown in Fig. 1 , its spatial locality is not good. Namely in some cases, the geohash codes of nearby points may have great difference [32] , which brings obstacles in spatial application. 
III. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, an adaptive Hilbert-Geohash (AHG) meshing and coding method is proposed. It can adaptively adjust the hierarchical level of the mesh according to the size of the spatial object and uses the Hilbert space filling curve to traverse the grids at that level. Hilbert space-filling curve brings better spatial locality [32] and the automatic adjustment algorithm can make the Geohash code length inversely proportional to the size of spatial object. In other words, the smaller the object size is, the longer the code length and the higher the coding precision will be. Both the improved features provide better support for spatial objects organization and help to broaden the application range of simple meshing system or simple spatial grid coding method.
A. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
Geohash is a geocoding technology based on geodetic coordinates. It uses a character string to represent the location of a spatial point object [5] . It continuously bisects the global space and uses 0 and 1 as the two-part space code. Gradually it reduces the spatial scope to the target point and converts the precise two-dimensional coordinates into a one-dimensional string. The grid division example of the first two hierarchies is shown as Fig. 2 : According to the coding principle of Geohash, it divides the surface of the earth into multiple levels of grid through continuous bisection and each level of grid consists of arrays of rectangular in a specific size. As for point objects, Geohash coding can be performed directly and the coding length depends on the accuracy requirement. As for linear or polygon object which can be represented by the minimum bounding box (MBR), a common solution is to perform Geohash coding on the upper left corner and the lower right corner of the object's MBR, and then use the longest matching prefix of the two codes to be the Geohash code of the object. However, when the object's MBR cut across a low level Geohash mesh's border, the length of match prefix may be too short to locate the object effectively. For example, a line segment consisting of (−0.0001 • , −0.0001 • ) and (0.0001 • , 0.0001 • ) has a distance of only tens of meters, but the two endpoints' Base32 [33] Geohash codes are 7zzzzzzzmtm7 and s0000000d6ds which is a phenomenon of mutation. There is not any common prefix between them. Therefore, in order to apply Geohash encoding to linear and polygon object, it is necessary to make special improvements to the Geohash coding method to solve the problem.
Compared to traditional Geohash encoding method, our Adaptive Hilbert-Geohash (AHG) coding method adopts Hilbert space-filling curve shown in Fig. 3 to sort the mesh grids, which shows better spatial locality for neighbor objects. 
B. CODING PROCESS
Firstly, depended by the size of the spatial object, the coding level is calculated by a circular judgement. In this level, the size of a single grid is exactly no less than the spatial extent of the spatial object's MBR. Then the Hilbert-Geohash [32] at this level is conducted based on the centroid of the MBR. The final result will be the AHG code of the current spatial object. The overall flowchart of the coding process of AHG encoding is shown as Fig. 4 .
We use a recursive method to get the adaptive coding level to compute the Geohash code based on Hilbert space filling curve, which expand the application of [32] . The AHG coding result can reflect the spatial position of the spatial object to an adaptive precision, while the code length reflects the approximate size of the object. The method has better spatial locality than the traditional Geohash [32] and can support encoding of line and polygon objects without the problem of a large object corresponding to a short geohash code. 
C. CODING EXAMPLE
In this part, we take a typical polygon object Lake Superior as an example to show the AHG method.
Lake Superior is the biggest freshwater lake in the world whose MBR is as follows: Using the formula below to calculate the adaptive coding level:
Solving the inequation, we can get l adapt = 5. So the binary code's length is 10 bits. Then we use the centroid point of the MBR as the encoding input and use Hilbert space-filling curve as the order of traversing the 5-level grids. Finally, we could get the AHG code of Lake Superior: 0110000000. The location error of this geo-code level is around 625 kilometers, which is approximate to the size of this grand lake.
The result indicates that AHG code can reflect both the location and size character of 2D spatial objects. The process of gradual refinement of the mesh subdivision is shown by Fig. 5 . 
IV. TYPICAL APPLICATION
The classical organization method for spatial data which contain complicated geometry is to load the datasets to a spatial database as a two-dimensional table. After that a spatial index such as R tree can be constructed on the spatial attribute column to support the user's spatial query. With the development of distributed architecture and cloud computing, distributed file system is now commonly used to store massive dataset. It provides a way of managing and organizing large scale data efficiently. By AHG meshing and encoding method, spatial data stored in file system can be directly organized by the adaptive code without using spatial database. In fact, the AHG can serve as a simple spatial index and can be used as the reference of data partitioning. More importantly, AHG code can support direct spatial query including spatial range query and spatial neighbor query. By only a few simple string operations, most of the candidate objects can be filtered out before performing accurate spatial calculation on them Moreover, AHG code can be used to support a new type of query called spatial size query. Without calculating the precise size, the object who's the size is within a certain interval can be screened out quickly according to the length of the AHG code. The following sections will emphasize on these typical applications of AHG.
A. SPATIAL RANGE QUERY
Spatial range query generally refers to finding the spatial object that intersects with the query box. The query box's AHG code can be used to filter out objects efficiently that do not meet the query criteria. Since the centroid of the spatial object is distributed in space and the Geohash mesh boundary in a given level is fixed, there may be cases where the spatial object intersects the query box but the centroids of the two are not in the same grid [34] . Just As showed in Fig. 6 , a linear object L in the dataset intersects the query box, but the centroid of L's MBR is located below the grid where the query box is located. So, it is necessary to expand one grid around the query grid and then use the AHG codes of them to perform the filtering operation. The relationship between the query box and the grid can be divided into the following three cases: FIGURE 6. Query box's MBR is contained in one grid.
1) The MBR of the query box falls completely within one grid on the adaptive level as it shows in Fig. 6 . When doing spatial query through AHG code, we need to expand the eight adjacent grids as query grid, which is shown in the shaded part of the figure. 2) The MBR of the query box falls into two grids on the adaptive level. It includes two scenarios presented in Fig. 7 . The centroid is located in one of the two grids. But the AHG code of the candidate object of query can be corresponded to one of the two grids or the adjacent grids. Therefore, the query scope has to be extended to the shaded part like the figure shows. 3) The MBR of the query box falls within four grids on the adaptive level. In this case, the query scope is extended to the shaded part shown in Fig. 8 .
The general query steps are as follows: 1. Perform the AHG encoding operation on the query box to obtain the query grid and the adaptive coding level of the box (denoted as m), and calculate the size of the grid of the m level.
2. Extend the query grid to the adjacent ones. Then perform the Hilbert-Geohash encoding for them on the level m, getting a set of Geohash code strings in length of m as the extended query code set.
3. Traverse the AHG code of all spatial objects in the spatial dataset to perform string-matching judgement with the extended query code. The matching rule can be divided into two cases: a) If the AHG code length of the spatial object is no less than m, the matching rule is that the first m bits of the code are in the extended query code set; b) If the AHG code length of the spatial object is less than m, it is necessary to perform m-level Geohash coding on the centroid of the object to obtain a m-bit string, and the rule is that the m-bit string is in the query code set. In this way, most of the objects that are not intersected with the query box can be filtered out, and a rough result of the range query is obtained.
4. The final result of the range query can be obtained by traversing the rough result set to perform accurate spatial topology judgement.
The pseudo code of the filtering is as follows: Spatial neighbor query usually refers to finding the object whose distance to the target point is within the given threshold VOLUME 7, 2019 and there are many proposed methods or algorithms of accelerating the query process. Special designed index structures and pruning strategies are common solutions [40] , [41] . Geohash has already been widely used in neighbor queries, especially kNN query [32] , but due to the drawback in representing the line and polygon objects, Geohash can only support neighbor query for point dataset directly. AHG coding method makes up for this shortcoming. The steps of neighbor query using AHG code are as follows: 1. Calculate the hierarchical level n of the Geohash mesh according to the given distance threshold, and compute the size of this mesh, denoted as a, b.
2. In order to keep all eligible objects in result, we need to extend the query scope to the eight neighborhoods of the target point. As shown in Fig. 9 , according to the spatial relationship, the eight grids around the target point contain the following 8 neighbor points:
3. Perform Hilbert-Geohash coding for original target point and the 8 neighbor points on the level n and get the code set as the query reference.
4. Traverse the AHG code of all objects in the spatial dataset, and perform string-matching judgement with the query code set. The matching rule can be divided into two cases: a) If the AHG code length of the spatial object is no less than n: the matching rule is that the first n bits of the code are in the query code set. b) If the AHG code length of the spatial object is less than n: perform n-level Geohash coding on the centroid of the object to obtain an n-bit string, and the rule is that the n-bit string is in the query code set. In this way, most of the objects that do not meet the neighboring conditions can be filtered out, and a rough result of the neighbor query is obtained.
5. Calculate accurate distance between the target point and the object in the rough result to get the final result.
The pseudo code of the first 4 steps is as follows: of the spatial object to roughly represent the overall size of the spatial object. Utilizing the AHG code's ability of expressing object size, we can effectively screen out the object whose size is within a given interval without calculating the precise size of every spatial objects.
The implementation is quite simple. Just convert the given size interval into a hierarchical interval of the Geohash mesh and then traverse the candidate dataset to filter out the objects whose AHG code length is within the interval. This method greatly reduces the computational complexity. The pseudo code of the algorithm is as follows:
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the efficiency of spatial query based on AHG code, we implement the AHG coding method and spatial filtering algorithms in Python and carry out the experiments on OSM datasets of different scales and different spatial types. The datasets contain various thematic types, such as poi, road, water, building, and the object quantity varies from 10 2 to 10 6 . 
A. CODING EFFICIENCY
For different types of spatial datasets, AHG coding is tested on different scales of input data. As a comparison, we implement the traditional geohash encoding on the same environment. The data source description and encoding time costs of the two methods are shown in the following tables: To demonstrate the results more vividly, we extract the object quantity and the encoding times to line-bar charts below.
It can be seen that AHG costs a little more time when encoding spatial object than traditional Geohash. This is due to the additional adaptive encoding progress and the improved method of spatial order of traversal. It is the necessary price for more practical applications and better query performance. For the three types of spatial data, as the number of objects increases from 100 to 100,000, the time cost of both AHG and traditional Geohash encoding increases linearly. The only conspicuous exception is the encoding of line dataset 6 and 7. They are waterway and railway objects. The number of railway dataset has much more object than the waterway's, but its encoding time is much shorter. The abnormal result is due to the different spatial characteristics in that the waterway VOLUME 7, 2019 objects represent rivers or other water bodies which contain many twists and turns, so each waterway line contains more line nodes. It results in an increase in the amount of calculation in the encoding process. The railway object is much simpler and contains fewer nodes. It indicates that the timecost of AHG encoding, similar to traditional Geohash encoding, is positively correlated with both the number of objects in the dataset and the number of spatial coordinates contained in the object.
B. SPATIAL QUERY FILTERING
We select three typical spatial datasets of different types to be the validation data: 
1) RANGE QUERY
Spatial range query is the most typical type in spatial inquiry and we can use AHG code's ability of representing spatial location to accelerate the process. To demonstrate it, we use query boxes of different sizes to query spatial datasets of different types based on AHG code. The query box size ranges from 0.001 • to 50 • , which could approximately represent the size from a street block to a continent. We recorded the hit ratios and average time costs. Because traditional Geohash method can only encode point object, we implement range query of point dataset based on traditional Geohash code in the same environment as a comparison. The results are shown by the following line-bar charts:
It can be seen that in the three kinds of query, AHG code shows good pre-filtering effect. As the size of the spatial query box increases, the hit ratio also rises gradually, and the query time cost grows smoothly. It indicates that AHG code can screen a rough result at an acceptable time expense.
In the comparison experiment of point query, we could see than the traditional Geohash result has much more candidate left after code-based pre-filtering than AHG, which means AHG can filter out much more candidates than traditional Geohash code at an approximate timecost. For large scale query, AHG performs even better.
In addition, the data source of the line query is the railway linestring of China and the length of the railway data is usually longer than 0.001 rad (about 110 meter) due to the mapping approach. So, when query box size exceeds 0.001 rad, the candidate is filtered out by the code length, and more processing time is needed to do string matching operation. Therefore, there is a slope change at the beginning in the second figure.
2) NEIGHBOR QUERY
To demonstrate AHG code's ability of pre-filtering in spatial neighbor query, we use different distance thresholds to do neighbor query on spatial data of different types. The values of distance threshold range from 10m to 5,000,000m. The hit ratio and time cost are shown as Fig. 12 . And similarly, because traditional Geohash method can only encode point object, the compare experiment is only carried out on point dataset.
It can be seen that analogous to the spatial range query, as the distance threshold increases, the hits ratio of the query rises, and the query takes longer on the average. For the same query distance, the time-consuming order is: point object < line object < polygon object, which is consistent with the conclusion that the AHG code is proportional to the number of coordinates contained in the spatial object.
In the comparison experiment of point neighbor query, we could draw similar conclusion with the range query experiment. AHG can filter out much more candidates than traditional Geohash code. And as the distance threshold is larger than 10,000 meters, AHG has better performance than traditional Geohash code.
As mentioned above, the experiment of line object is based on the China railway data. When the query threshold reaches 100 meters, more candidate objects are processed in the string-matching step. So, the time cost shows a sudden rise at the beginning in the second figure. 
3) SIZE QUERY
Size query is a new type of query that AHG can support. We can get the size distribution of 2D spatial datasets in a rough way using AHG code. The experiment is carried out on China railway and building dataset, which contains 122,399 linear objects and 747,354 surface objects. We select different intervals of size and get different hit ratio and the result are shown below.
By the spatial size filtering, we can excavate some useful information quickly. For example, the first chart reveals that, in OSM dataset of China, most of railway line's length is within 10m to 5000m, which probably results from both the spatial characteristics of China's railway and the data collecting habit of OSM contributors. From the second chart, we could find that the dimension of buildings in China mostly lies in the range of 1m to 100m and there are also some buildings covers large areas.
C. SPATIAL ERROR
Because we use a spatial grid to describe the location of object in the meshing system, it is inevitable to introduce some position error when using the AHG code to do spatial query. As descript in Coding Process part, spatial object with the MBR size of lat ×lon will be coded at the level of Ladapt under the restriction of following formula:
, we can get the coding level by the following formula:
And the grid size of the coding level is 360/2 l adapt .
As mentioned above, when we apply AHG code to spatial neighbor query, we extend the query scope to the eight neighborhoods of the target point. So the query error is within 2 grids, that is 360/2 l adapt −1 rad.
For spatial size query, we use the length of the AHG code to filter the candidate object. The query error is within half of the grid size cause the hierarchical level is adapted to the size of spatial object and current coding level is the most accurate level to describe the location of the object. Namely, the spatial object's size lies between the current grid and the one deeper level grid. Therefore, the size query error is 360/2 l adapt +1 rad.
VI. CONCLUSION
Compared to traditional Geohash method, AHG can not only serve as a global meshing system for almost all kinds of spatial object, but also provides a useful pre-filtering tool for various spatial applications. AHG meshing and encoding method utilizes the spatial locality of Hilbert space-filling curve and uses an adaptive algorithm to adjust the coding length according to the size of the spatial object. The meshing hierarchical level can reflect the spatial size information and the coding result can express spatial location information, which contribute to a broader range of spatial applications than traditional Geohash code. Such as in spatial range and spatial neighbor query, AHG coding can be used to filter out most objects that do not meet the query criteria by a simple operation of string prefix matching. The method is now applied successfully in a high-performance geographic information system called HiGIS. It works effectively in accelerating the process of spatial range query and spatial neighbor query as Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 illustrate. Apart from this, AHG can also support a new type of spatial size query. It can directly screen out the object whose size is within a given interval without calculating the precise size. It brings great convenience to regional spatial analysis and helps to reveal some valuable information in a very short time, which is also meaningful for data mining of massive spatial dataset.
Though AHG meshing and coding method has a wide range of applications in practical, it is essentially a method based on geodetic coordinates. The closer to the Earth's poles, the worse the mesh fits the earth's surface, and the greater the distance distortion. It is a widely existing problem caused by the Mercator projection system. As a result, the mesh grids in high latitude areas are not exactly rectangular and the size of the grids represent a smaller distance compare to the grid near the equator. The phenomenon will bring nonnegligible error to spatial neighbor query and the size query if using AHG code. Therefore, in order to decrease the error of meshing for high latitude area, the mesh correction strategy and the corresponding coding method should be further researched.
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